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DBS Denla British School is an institution with great ambition. Our motto, "always striving 

for greater things," guides everything we do. Our goal is for our students to go out into 

the world and realise their full potential as global leaders, and we're committed to helping 

them do so by merging Thai values with a strong sense of internationalism. This is my 

first year as Principal at DBS. Moving to a new school is a family decision. My wife, Arika 

and my daughter, Ilia were drawn to the school by the sense of community, emphasis 

on wellbeing and impressive facilities that will enable world class academic and 

extra-curricular opportunities. So was I and that is why we are here. The DBS vision is 

to be a leading provider of exceptional all-around education, based on five key DBS 

pillars: An Enhanced British Curriculum, Academic Excellence for All, Entrepreneurship 

and Creative Thinking, Thai Values in a Global Context and Well-being and Sustainability. 

Students receive a holistic education that challenges them, builds their resourcefulness, 

and resilience while developing local and global perspectives that preserve Thai values 

and encourage multicultural understanding. The inspiring staff are the driving force 

behind DBS's unique vision, and they are backed up by great student devotion and 

family involvement. The campus is one of Bangkok's largest, and the facilities provide a 

vibrant atmosphere for teaching and studying. As I begin my journey as Principal of 

DBS, it is an honour to serve enormously positive students, parents, colleagues, and the 

Board. Together we will accomplish the ambitious, and unique vision for our school. 

I hope you will consider being a member of this wonderful community.

Best regards,

Jonny Liddell

Principal





nurture and develop great global leaders through:

THAI VALUES IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT

WELL-BEING AND SUSTAINABILITY

All resources need to be sustainably managed. Our wellbeing 

programme is designed to give our students the resilience and tools 

to thrive and replenish their mental resources. We apply the same 

philosophy to our environment, always striving to minimise our impact 

and develop a better future. 

We aim to preserve “Thainess”, by placing importance on Thai 

language, culture, and arts. We also value the need to teach our 

students the importance of international values such as respect, 

thoughtfulness, consideration, kindness, generosity and mindfulness. The 

focus on global citizenship creates an environment that encourages 

all students to be moral, understanding and tolerant of others. 
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